
Kill Team Player Packet, Friday June 3rd



What you need to bring:
Dice, measuring tools, models, tokens, rules etc. (the

physical things you need to play the game)
A matched play roster for Kill Team, with a maximum of

20 operatives (you can find a blank roster here)

We will provide:
Terrain, boards, objective markers, leadership, and prizes!

https://wahapedia.ru/kill-team2/the-rules/matched-play/MatchedRoster.pdf


A note on models:
All models must be WYSIWYG, painted to a 3 color

tournament standard and with a painted base. We are avid
hobbyists/kitbashers/modelers ourselves, and we

encourage you to contact us if you have questions or just
want to show us your cool, customized operative.



Registration and Command Roster Check:
Upon arrival to The Bastrop Convention Center, all players will pay their $15 entrance fee
and register their team within Best Coast Pairings.  The tournament organizers/officials

(Jay or Vyasar) should be provided a copy of the roster which identifies the Faction
keyword shared by all models and load outs for each unit. Note: The roster provided must

be clearly legible or further clarification will be likely required.
 

The roster will be checked by tournament officials, but that doesn’t remove the
responsibility of players to ensure it follows all the rules of the Kill Team Compendium.
Once a roster has been submitted, it may not be altered, except to correct errors.  The

organizer(s) may penalize players who submit invalid rosters.
 

Each player will then be given a number that identifies them for the duration of the
tournament.  Players must use the roster they registered in each game they play.  Once

all players are registered, pairings for the first round will be randomly allocated by player
number.



Rounds and Paring
The tournament will be played in a series of 3 rounds, each lasting 1 hour and 15

minutes (this includes the 5 minute mustering period before the start of each mission).
 

For round 1, pairings are randomly generated using the player numbers assigned at
registration.  If there are an odd number of players, one player (determined randomly)

will face a spare player.  A spare player is one of the tournament officials or a spectator
who is available to play a game should thee be an odd number of players.  If there is no

spare player available, the randomly determined player will receive a bye.  They are
treated as winning the game and as having scored 10 victory points.

 
For subsequent rounds, parings are allocated randomly within brackets of players with

the same Win-Loss ratio.  If there are an odd number of players, the lowest-ranked
player overall will play the spare player or receive a bye, as described previously.  No
player can play against the spare player more than once in a tournament, and if they

would, the next lowest-ranked player will play against the spare player instead.  Players
will also not be paired with an opponent they have already faced; if necessary, a player
will be paired with a randomly determined player form the bracket below to avoid this.



Scoring:
When a game ends, the result including if a game ends in a draw is recorded on the

provided results sheets.  If time runs out before the game ends, players will stop rolling
any dice and record the result as it stands at that point, using the same victory

conditions stated in the mission.  Both players must also record their victory points
scored after each game, as well as the number of Tac Ops – these are used as tiebreakers
after each round when determining which player plays the spare player or receives a bye

(if necessary), for the final results (see below).
 

After filling in their results sheets together, players should hand them in to a tournament
official, who will record the results.

 



Ranking:  
Players will be ranked according to their Win/Loss ratio. If two players have the same

Win/Loss ratio, the tiebreaking factor will be points scored from Tac Ops.
(example: at the end of round 3, two players are vying for first, each with 3-0 W/L
records. Player A has scored 9 points from their 9 Tac Ops over the course of three
rounds, while Player B has scored 6 points from their 9 Tac Ops. Thus, Player A is

considered to be at a higher rank than Player B.)
 

Breaks and Results:
Players will have a short break between rounds while scores and the next round of

matches are calculated.  The pairings for the next round are then announced, and the
tournament officials will announce when time for the round begins.

 
After the final round, the final scores will be calculated and the results announced.



Another Note on Miniatures:
Each model must completely and accurately represent its entry on your army roster

(including all wargear).  Conversions are acceptable, but must still represent what the
model is armed with.  If a conversion is deemed to be misleading by the organizer, or if
a miniature is damaged or assembled in such a way that it cannot easily be identified,
the player will not be allowed to use that miniature.  If the player is unable to field a

legal kill team as a result (e.g. the damaged model is that player’s only model of a
particular type), then that player must forfeit any games until they can provide a

suitable alternative.  Players cannot handle their opponent’s miniatures.  A player can
waive this rule for their own miniatures if they wish, and should indicate to their

opponent where this is the case.



We have raffle prizes!
We are raising money for Thundering Paws, an amazing
animal rescue org that we've worked with before. Raffle

tickets will be $1 each, you can purchase them with cash or
Venmo/Paypal/Facebook Pay from a tournament official. All

proceeds from the raffle will benefit Thundering Paws.
We'll be raffling model kits, 40k stuff, and a fully painted set

of Nachmund terrain!



Tournament Prizes will be
awarded to:

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place

Best in Paint
Best in Sportsmanship



How we'll score paint:
At the end of round 2, stay at the table you were

playing at and arrange your models. Judges will come
by, take pictures, and leave to deliberate.

Models will be judged on technique, theme, and
attention to detail.



How we'll score
sportsmanship:

During round 3, tournament officials will give each
player a paper, where they will write down the names

of the three players they faced, and award them 1
point, 2 points or 3 points according to how much they
enjoyed playing them. These papers will be collected

along with the score sheets at the end of round 3.
Whichever player has the highest score wins.



Tournament Schedule
11am: Doors Open for Wargames Con. Get checked in!

12pm: Intro will begin, all players must be present to participate
12:10pm: Round 1 will begin

1:25pm: Round 1 will end, players have a 5 minute break
1:30pm: Round 2 will begin

2:45pm: Round 2 will end, players have a 10 minute break. Players
must stage their models for painting judges to review.

2:55pm: Round 3 will begin
4:10pm: Round 3 will end, raffle ticket sales will cease

4:20pm: Award Ceremony and Raffle Drawings



Board Layouts
The following pages will show you what some of our boards will

look like. But all terrain will be player placed!
Attacker and defender will take turns placing terrain features

(starting with the defender), until all terrain features on a board
have been placed.

Players will then resolve the rest of the matched play sequence,
including the Scouting phase.

Do not resolve step 10, "Set Up Barricades." You will only
receive barricades if you choose "Fortify" in the Scouting phase.



Example Board 1

2 hatches, 4 containers per player



Example Board 2
Largest terrain feature
must remain in board

center
2 wall corners, 1

plasma conduit, 1 pipe
and cylinder/dome per

player



Example Board 3
Largest terrain feature must

remain in board center
Nachmund terrain, plus a crate!
Container and crane considered

equivalents for this board
2 pipes, 1 plasma conduit, 1
generator+chimney and 1

crate/crane per player



Contact us if you have any
questions!

frees340@gmail.com
Much love, Jay and Vyasar

mailto:frees340@gmail.com

